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1. INTRODLIC ION

In the.past wo decades the press hp9 been the subject of'intense
.

'criticism f the manner in Which it performs its task and function

in Western d meerecies (Brown 1974: 1-20; Hohenberg, 1978: 39-132).
. ,

The result as been (especially; since, the 1960's) increased pressure

''.fro6 govern ent and the publicfio,gain access,to the editorial process

.and demand n Acreasing measure of professional responsibility and

countabil ty 5com the press (Berten, 1975; Schmidt, 1976).

The insiSte ce of outside organisationsand individuals .o prescribe

to journali ts and the press in general how they should 0 their work

Ana responsible manner:has led Walter. Cronkite to remar thdt journa-
,

lists are:

"...sick and mighty tired of this: profession of Cur being,
constan ly draggedinto the-operating room and diSsected,
embed swabbed and needlad,to tee what makes it tick"
(ana er, 1965':11).

.

Butt as 8u gested by the South African newspaper editor and at present

professor n journatism,P.J. Cline, it is precisely the task4A2d

respo sibi ity of the press to-continuouslY examine itself:

"'We jou nalists are very much creatures of habit ... which makes
it all the more necessary to stand back now and again to examine
our .fu ction in society and to ask ourselves'if we are doing a
preper job. If we do not do t1iat ourselves, others with lass
knowle ge and insight are likely to try and do it for us, and
their riticisms may be badly informed and remedies .potentialry
harmfu to our freedom as well as our vigour and responsibility"
(Gillis 1980b.:67) .

L?!.'

'4P, It It'is argu d in this paper that professionalization constitutes :a method

according o whiCh the press is able to consolidate its position in

society'an gain the increased confidence of governments and the

.pbblic. A LeRoy (19/"3263) puts it: ,

.

"Journa ism is a public act ppen to publicacrutiny ... (and)
Profes ionalism is the public's defence against malpractice."



Professionalism should, howtver, not only be considered es a counter-

7ieac ion or, 'response to public Rressure.. Because of its important
,

rola, in society; the press has not only an inherent duty an4responsi-
.

bility to professlonalize'but also a duty of doing this more effectively

(compare,tht American Commission on\.Freedom of the Press, 1947, and the

South African media investigation of 1980, see Steyn Commission, para.

196', 197). 40,,

.

One of the fundamental. problems with r6ard to the issue of profgssio= .

nalism is simply that there is no clearly demarcated or presciiPtiVe

method according to whichean occupation may become a profession.

Certain aspects of the'professiontlizetion process are often held up

as being the most important or even the exclusive conditions for

professionelism,(for example the creation of a professibnal council or

code of conduct). The professionalization proceds entails much more.

As in the case of news and news values (Fathi, 1973) there is still no

coMPiehensive index of professionalization attributes to which journa-

lisM has to comply. Researchers in the USA(such as Lattimore & Nayman,

1974;, LeRoy, 1912q3; McLeod & Hawley, 1964; McLeod & Rush,. 1969; Nay-,

man; 1973Jand Schwahz
1 1977; 1978a; 1978b) have subjected certain attributes

to empirical investigations, but on the whole a theoretical framework

is lacking.

This discussion approaches, the issue O "journalistic professionalism

A in terms of South African condttions - a country with a journalistic

academic tradition strongly under the influence of American thinking,

.r But, at the same time being an African country, still removed from the

main stream of academic research on'this topic. The purpose of this

discussion is to indicate some theoretical parameters which could serve

as A'conceptUal,basis for journalistic professionalltation.

2. STATEMENT OF A THEORETICAL PROFESSIONALISM MODEL --

*

Professionalism is not.a singular concept, and according to the socio-.

logy of occupations it is possible_to distinguish several levels,

of analysis and particular points of view.



Against the background of sociological research, compare e.g.

Barber (1965); Cart-Saunders & Williamson (1933); Flexner(1915);

Greenwood (1966); Lieberman (1956); Moore (1970); Pavalko (1971);

Ritzer (1973); Taylor (1968), the development process of occupations

may be projected on a continuum ranging frOM a low or non-existent'

level of professionalism to a level of high professionalism where .

w
certain occupations feature fewer or more professionalization

attributes. According to a. professionalization analysis of

newspaper joul?beJ.ism (De Beer, 1980) three particular dimensions
...

may be distinguished on such a continuum, viz. knowledge, orienta-

tion and structure-organization. these dimensions were conceptua-
.

lized following an analysis of sociological literature on professio-

nalism and the pr fe sionalizing process. 1
By means of qualitative

analysis of rece t a d standard texts in this field (see above),

basic prOfessiona ttributesemexe cross indexed according to the
l

three dimensions. Itwas established that definite clusters of attr -

).butes could be distinguished on a continuum as is shpwn in the JP m dtl.

A JOURNALISTIC PROFESSIONALISM MODEL (The JP Model)

.1
XX
:3 '4s

z. In this Model A epD9sents a certain Social system in which Y,

three-fold division of professionalizing attributes, appear.

The first level K (knowledge dimension) consists of the.following

attributes: Kk (knowledge); Kd (education); Kv (skill); Kn

(research) and K (academicjiterature),.

The second level (orientation dimension) consists of: 0 (persona-

15.t)';ori(occupati.00;11(oollegial) and 0g (societal).
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The th r evel, Sstructure7organisetkign dimension). consists of:
.

S
13

(atru tur ), S
r 1

(organisation) S
m (mbnopyly); S

t
(authority)::

's

and S
u

(autonomy).

These three dimensions form the basis for' professionalism. Because/-
of the professionilzationtprocess an occupatiOn may at.CgiVen stage'

have more or fewer of the applicable attributes'. Cbnsequently i the

_model occupations are indicated on a fiepoint scale according o

which no or few' sign of profdesionallsm ere.jiresent(BX1);

occupations showing increaainitsigns of professionalism (BX3) and

bcbupations with a highdegree of.professiodalism(BXP ). According

to this model and for Orpodes of.this discussion-journalism may be

characterised aliBX
3j

, e.g. an occupation with some prbfessionaliza-'

tion attributes and situated between anon- profession eind an ostensi-

bly( true profession on the,professionalism continuum.

The three dimensions and their varioUs'attributes are distinguishable

in a qualitative but not necessarily separable in a quantitative

analytical sense since there is an underlying causal relation between

the' dimensions and4their attributes. In this opaceptualmodel the

distinguishable featurep are not given.i.n.the fbrm of quantitative

variables b4I.cather as qualitative attributes. Far, the purpose of

this discuesion the attrfbutes are analysed according to qualitative',

differences of degree (dee Denzin, 1973:99).

The three professionalisM dimensionaNpre consequently. discussed se a
basis (for responsible journalistic practice. Brief references will.fie

made to the knowledge and orientation dimension after which the

structure - organisation dimension is presented in greater depth..

3. THE KNOWLEDGE DIMENSION k.,eROFESSIONALISM

The knowledge dimension consists of five distinguiahab attributes.

3.1 Body of knowledge

When applying professional skills, the 'practitioner (professional).

relies on a pouice of knowledge which is organisedih 'an internally

14 6
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related system of knowledge (body' of knowledge) resulting in

substantive theory (compare Greenwood, 1966:11). It is of
4

crucial importansp,that for journalism the knowledge attribute , .

be considered 88 one,of the central elements in the process of

professionalism.

Futurologists (Freidson, 1973:27) agree that in the next. two

decades there will be increasingdemands for specialised know7 .c,

r
iledge an expertise *n handling information. .Becau e of the

knowledg and tech caogical explosion of a posi-industrial and

1(,',knowledo e socie y (Mok, 1973:24.25; 66).there-Will
i

be high de-

mends fo :responsible conduct n the part of those (i.e. journa-

lists) enganged,the produc ion of knowledge (identification,
,

.q,. ' ,
'y analysis and proceating). JouValism)will have to convince

i

,(Bagdtkian, 1974a:199) a better informed public that it-is not

. only a so Called'neutisl and objective inforOtion channObut
.

,.

t

that it is carhelle of rporientation in'a professional and respon-

sible manner with regard to knowledge (i.e. privileged access to ,

111

militaNand secyFity kndiq;.edge).
l :, -7

7

3.2 Professio al theory
).1

.

.,

Together with a basic system br body of knowledge, arofession

should have a clear theoretical found ttfin. In cONtrast to what
A

is often maintained, there is as far,a AOurnalism is concerned a.
relatively extended theory system (e.g. Hardt, 1979; McCombs &

Becker, 1979;--Merrill, 104"; Rivers & Schrenim,A969). The question,

however,' is to whet extent do these. theoretical principleelfind

expression in practice. The qUestion will also have to .be raised

of whtier journalists contemplate theory as it relates to their
...

disciplin and in this sense possible influences on society.

Furthermore hetner they nave the professional ability to apply this

knowledge in the context of a knowledge-system allowing theorizing (

and resehrch: Attention is.drawn to two examples in this oonnectfon.
4

7
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3.2.1 News values

1
It is one of the most serious limitatioml'Of.journalism as a pro-

fedsional"occ4ation that it still laclos a coherent theory on the
ov,

most important activity of -re journalist namely that of news

(although a few important -works did appear over the est few years

in this regard, e.g. Cohen & Young,,1973; Fascell, 1979; Hulteng, 1979;

Johnstone,Eilawski4 boWman, 1976; LeRoy & Sterling, 1973; Schlesin-

(ft

gtr, 1978; Tuchmar, 108), As opposed to true professions (e.g.)

he medical and the ltgal profession) this fundamental journalistic

activity does not take place in a prior determined and encompassing

theoretical framework but is instead determined largely through

' processes of socialisation and expeiience (Breed, 1955).
.

Inlet recent, investigation it was found that news values may be

tinguished in two dimendions (De Beer, 1977), a spatial dimension

of time, geographical distance and psycho- social distance and an

intensity dimension. where a distinction is drawn between news Values

of the 0 ayrs quo, magnitude (qualitative and quantitative) and

novelty. Although news values as dealt wit6 by many journalistic

text book authors (De Beer, 1977, discuss news values es described

by writers such as Bond, Charnley, Crump, Doig & Doig, iles, Gilmore

and Rout, Harris, Wolseley & Campbell) may be seen as perationali-

zing factors allowing the observation of nets events and 1,n this sense
,

be Considered as a professional shorthand, they,, -are rarily used as

verb lly manifested evaluation values end fm all probability never

/used by actising journalists for purposes of conceptual mode ing.

This occurs presumably because journalists acquire these,tradit onal

news values mostly unconsciously with'the resultant internalisation.

Also it is not expected of journalists when perforMing news evaluation

to use a formal or informal scale of news valu6s. News sensprin

practide is often ascribed 'to non-professional nations suchas°

Intuition, experience and the like. to the question of whether

use is made of any theoretical scale of,news values in Profession'al

sense:

8
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"...by Which the news commodity can be weighed to determine
it specific, gravity or importencd - Or weight of its
reader,appeal. The best answer is 'Nu'. Just as the newp
943sence, go also the news magnitude is best recognized pr
fOlt by intuition or inatinct,- the nose fbr 'news' (Harriq,..
& Stanley, 6.965:33).

14t is not only news values which are lacking in the professional-

theoretical base but also answers to the crucial question of

objectivity which demands responsible contemplation and'eventually

0 a sound theory for application' in practice.

3.2.2 Obtctivitv

Although objectivity has developed over the years as the most...

ilimportant characteristic enabling the jaanalist to evaluate, write
and Present news in a professional manner Ouchman, 19731.123, 1971-

72:672) it is noticeable that journalists, themselves have on the

whole hardly investigated'the concept of objemt/vity and where this

the case ProduCed impressiAtatc-wcitings (Atkins, '1.977:26).

bjectivity in journalism has 4ereforeot dey5Zoped'es.'a profess.

sional s dard er se but rather as a convention or organisational
..

jimperet ve according to which the journalist does his job. \As such
.

,.t lacks a disciplined.frame of,reference.and has not !llowed the

)ournalist opportunities. or critical evaluation and perspectives

concerning the quality of this work. : What did'happen is that

objectivity took the form of a routine according to which :journa-

.liats were. given a post hoc rationale allowing edustification of

their professional performance-(Glasser & Donohue,. 1978:3).

'se' One of the most important elements which the journalist encounters

in practice is to bring his conception of reality in line'with con-
crete tir real news events. This he does by using'words as arbitrary
symbols to express me4ning. Words per se do not carry singular

meaning (Brooks, 1978:64). Each iceiver of a news report will

therefore give his or her own unique,personal meaning to the.words

and their relation in a report. Consequently news reportingis\
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nothing more thin an arbitrary substitute for the actual news event

(or as phrased by Ci lid, 1967, a news report is not a mirror of

reality but it is rEArier like an impressionistic painting)..

In judging responsible press ,ction it is important_ to note that

because of the nwecre of his rofission, the journalist does not
proceed ae a scientist would namelyto consider all the reItvant

variables before presenting his research'reporttpll'theform of a
clews report. This situation may be presented graphically in an

\- adapted version of Bross' (1970:21) model:

/-- )

Symbolic
world

Real
wrld

Symbolic
r- model

J.

Original I
data

A

_

ymbollc
m nipulatiorr..Prediction

Determination
of parameters

C

valuatiodIG

.

,c When deciding on objective new the problem facing the journalist

(compare the above figure) is one of taking a short cut between

the original data in the read world through 8, D art E and even-\

tually'to G, because of the many social system and mediafactors'.

He proceeds unliker the social scientist who inkorporates steps C
ind F.

If journalism hes-,eny egaim to objectivity as one of the chstracte-

ristics for professionalitm, attention will most certainly have to

be given to that of obstivation, testing of data and the conditions

for traditibyal news values. '

40,,
L

3.3 Education and training

Piobably one of the most polem cal issues in the professionalizatiOn
.

10



diof journalism is that.of education and trai nth, This applies equally

to a country such as Eouth Africa as the USA where most of the,research

in this field has been done. One of the.cruciel questions in this

connection is whether the journalist is a craftsman or an academically

trained person. Considerable attention was given-to this matter at
the first South African conference on the teaching of Journalism

(Rand Afrikaanb University, 1977) and during the Survival of the Press

conference held in Grahamstown in 1979. No consensus however was

reached between academics and journalists on this issme
/

at these
.conferences.

A vey real problem for professionalism centres On the lack of support

by the journalistic practice as a whole for, tertiary (especailly uni-

/ versity) education in journalism. As fAr as this attribute is con-

cerned it makys little/en'se not to agree with the view that the

teaching of professilinal skills should be complemeoted by some level

of academic scholarship (Pienaar, 1977:8)

;4tr:

During the 1977 and 1979 conferences it became clear tq!it journalism

would have to give its undivided attention to certain aspects in this
context:

ti

* Journalistic practice,_ ould h.3ve to become closer involVtd with
the tertiary training of journalists (e.g. in determining course
contents).

4( A system such as found in the USA will have to be designed accor-
ding towhich courses as well as those teaching these are accre-
dited. 0

4( The industry should increase significantly its financial contri-
bution and participation in the creation of training facilities.
In a period in which Universities feel the financial pinch more
and more, it 'would for example be unrealistic of the Press to
expect students to be adequately trained in the use of electronic
apparatus if they do not even hove access to old fashioned manual
typewriters.

* Professionalism in the true sense of the term will only be possi-
ble once journalistic qualifications se ve as entry requireMents
to the profession.

11 -
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3.4 Skills, research and subject literature as components of the
knowledge dimension

Besides the theoretical and teaching facets of the knowledge.di\Tien-

sion there is the acquisition.and application of certain occupa-
tioaal skills and research which together play an important role

in extending the knowledge dimension eventually leading to its
embodimentin the subject literature.

(a) Skill. A profession .demands a particulgrly high or even

superior level or degree of technical_skill. The demand for speci-
?ic akillb in a profession is however one of the characteristics

about which there seems to be a lot of confusion.

In contrast, to what is often assumed, it has been shown in a recent
investigation of senior South African journalists and lecturers in
journalism (De Beer, 1980) that there exists a considerable level

of agreement as to what this attribute in the professionalism pro-
ces sh uld encompass. Both groups have placed a high premium on

thi neerrfor journalists to potfsess basic skills enabling hem to
write news reports in a lucid and appealing style; that journalists

be bilingual and possess the skill to identify news situations.

It was also held as essential that more attention be given to lan-
guage skills in th- context .of journalistic curricula. It also
appeared that

for the rea

training

sills

and the

curricu

angst some lecturers and departments a need was felt

essment of the development of skills es part of the
t-up. It has to be accepted that the acquisition of

stitutes a significant facet of the professionalism prodess
it be incorporated in an integrated manner in the university

UM,

(b) . Re :e= ch and sub ect lkterature. In SoUth Africa these Wo
ettrib tea rate rather row is rar as the ranking of the profess onalism
pro se is concerned. Regarding the former there.seems to be a nedb
t. initiate relevant research which tould result from interactionf
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\ . .

between the practitioners and academics. Neither practical
. , ../

journalism nor teaching and research' departments should remain 4

, 0
passive servers eactiother. The latter could show a greater

.

measure of sensitivity for relevant basic and applied :Tactide-:
..

,
.

orienitated.research in order to be\meaningful for professionalism
,on-this level. -, ..

As fgr,as subject literature is concerned journalism, in the_con-..

teict of ,the piofessionalalr-continuum.seemsito be merely-at'the

beginning. Piehaar (1968) argued at the time 'that hardly. anything.
.-.

worthwhile had ben Written in South Afr1c6*concexhinghec press,
. -

its problems, its influenbe, its role ihrA9Cciety and Its rights.
.. .

It seems clear teat considerable attention wfll hiive to be Wien
ta research and subject literature as journalistic professionaliza-'

..J.. ,
,

Aliion
.

elements. ( 01,.
. ..-

3,

4. PROFESSIONAL ORIENTATION

The majority. of researchers working. in this area have come to the/

conciusion that the professional exhibits a typical orientation with

regard to tertain aspects which is absent among non-professional'
_

occupatio s. This orientation may be tharaCterised in the words

of Wilensk .(19b4:105) as being the profession61's 'role concepts,..

role orien ations, job' identification alineference groups'.
o

The profesSio rientation may. in particular be taken to be

his orientation towards him or herself as practitioner of

fession, towards the profession and colleagues and towards the

There are few empirical research findings as to the concept which

journalists would have of themselves concerning their professional.

practice. In one of the few existing, works, Surlin (1976) distinguishes
between journalists with a fatalistic orientation as opposed to an

13

vc-
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authoritarian orientation. 'Nell (1978)' Pas drawn'a connection

between power motive amongst journalists as it affects news selec-

tion. Is general the research is evidence of impressionistic view

points (often of journalists themselves). In this context Mlle

(1967) has stated that thejournalist is someone trying to gauge -

the interests of the public and satisfying these. :

"He shduld put himself in the place of the reader or impor-
,,tant secti s of the reading Public and ask the questioh
wriat it i hey want, what they want,to know, what will
interest them."

a.

0

This aspect poses considerbble broblems for professionalism. In

general it aptlears that there are differences between tie journa-

list's conception or what, the, public would want and his experienle

of the sheer reality of ndws. Bagdikian (19,,k7b:131) -argues:

"There are disparities between he professional journalist-'s
views of 'reality' as he perciees it and as he believes his
&public needs to see it or wishes to see it ... this raises the
'question whether the professional journalist exercises profes-
sionalized standard criteria for the selection mlf news based
eolely on some collective professional assessment of the scene
or whether such an assessment legitimately needs to be modera-
ted to meet the perceptions and desires of the audience."

A

According to certain repearch results, however, it would appear

that journalists do have a relatively accurate opinion of reading

preferences (Martin, O'Keefe & Nayman, 1972) and that readers of.

a given newspaper would 'probably have selected the same news as

the editorial staff (Galow, 3:973). Yet, Bagaikian (1974b:134)

maintains that the are.contradictionse the profes anal Jour-

nalist's perceptiOn of reality and his idea of how p tential

readers wouid,ot ought to.interpret the same reality as far as

the new's is conCerned.° Findings in this connection by Gieber

'(1956),-3ohnsw--(1963) and Atwood (1970) have been supported in a

nation wide survey by Atwood & Grotta (1973).
Mr,

The professional person also has a special relationship with the

client - the former being the expert and the latter the novice

(Steyn, 976:114). The most prominent element in this relation
,

is the service orientatioti (Moore, 1970:13-15). In genuine pro-

fessions, the professional heti a specific service orientation '

of-

1 4
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which relates towards altruistic 3ather than financialpien. 40

The reason'for this would be that the professional conaiderd 'his

job more-of a calling than merely an occupation for the sake of

material gain Ibreenwood, 1966:17).

For journalism'as a professilonalizing occupation thls element

presents special problems. If it is accepted that the genuine

profession is not 'gea ed towards financial gain, the press at

.
present simply does, °V qualify as a profession. ,As Bogart/

.

(1974:12) has sho bath regard to jou;nalisti profe sional

persiinnel in the ,organisational structure of the MEM:1.m die, the

, joarnalistas subjected to management pressure wllye doing his

job., c In the f rst" instance it is not the serviceMPili.ve but rather

the decision/of the. Owners of a newspaper which primarily influen-
. ,

ces the manner in which journalism is,conducted.
/

Together/ with the knowledge and orientation dimenuion,Aournalism,
.

BS is the case, with other'prafessibnalizing occupations, also

shows-a particular structure- organisational dimension., Thistis

brkt4'ly dealt with in the following section.

. THE STRUCTURE/ORGANISATION DIMENSION AS RATIONAL AND METHOD

FOR PROFESSIONALISM :

The particular nature of the profession leads to the development of

a characteristic structure and organisation constituting a specific

facet of the society of which it°1s part and in which the particular

.professiOn is practiced (Steyn,1976:116-117). 1-pis structure and

'organisatiOn results in attributes such as monopoly, ilutnority and

autonomy.

5.1 Structure /organisation

One of the essential attributes of professions is thdt professional

practitioners ought to be able to organise themselves in specialisyd

formal organisations or bureaucracies of which the structure allows'
4
A
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the achievement of certain professional objettives (Hughes, 1965:
24-25).

sWith regard to Weber's(1946): theory of-the bureauCratization of

the world, it is not always possible to realise the ideil concept
. of the true,professianal fh.the sense of being independent and.

workihg individually. As shown by Wentink (1972:84) journalism

is a typiCally bureaucratical organisatiocal, form, charecteristic

of the technology-orientat d industry of the 20th century.

As far as structure and organisation of the daily press and jour,

nalism is concerned, several authors haveindicated that vast
4

changes in the management fuAction can Pe expected the nexpil:

decade. These changes will be the.result,of amongst others,

financial and technological factors as well'es the changing reading

. behaviour of recipients.

Changes'in the structure and organisation tif the press will, iff-

the hetwre-of thingsvalso have an influenae on 'the -professionalize-

deinattributed such nopoly, authority and autonomy.

: 5.2 _Monopoly.

One of he primary goals of_an occupation developing towards a

profession is 'to gain a. monopoly of Services and knowledge (Breen-

Wood, 1966:14). But no preession can exercise'complete and

exclusive control over its activities. The exclusiveliossession

of knowledge and associated techniques or at least claiming a.supe-

rior application, of the latter is something Which'all prqfeasions
will strive for. The reason for this may be found in the fact that

a monopoly enables a profession to act authoritatively and gain

autonomy over:its activit ies.

Superficially as well as in a technological sense it appears as

if this professionalization attribute constitutes special problems

r

1
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for journalis With the arrival of Off-set printing it has

becomeObssible to act as a ,journalist at a low cost (compare

for instancl Glessing 1970 on the underground press; Bittner;

1977:78=80;: 44S-452).

6

No specials professional knowledge or superior'teqhnical facility

and insight is expected of the above mentioned alternative press

journalists. The same could wall apply toy 6 junior member of the

'editorial staff of a qualtty-gaily who has to,write a news report'

on -a common event.

As shown by Hughes (195:9.414) with regard to traditional profes-

,

'Biotite such as' medicine, professionalismswill occur increasingly

within.bureaucratic structures and consequentresults in a
.

greater diversitysandqualitatiVe differences.in individual pro-
fessionalization. To comply with the Iatter it will be necessary.'

for journalism to have more authority and autonomy as far as:
.

professional activitiesah2conderned. This ionbt particularly

difficult if one accepts..that important quality dailies are

increasingly moving towards monopOlistfccontrol and hence offer

greater-possibilitievfor authority (Sandman et ar, 1976111045),
But 1t will alsO be'necessary that the journalist in-this:bureau-

,

,.cratic monopolistic system is able to maintain himself as a

professional. How:this can happen may be seen from. the following

two sections.

5.3 Authorit

.

Each true profession aims at persuading.the communtty that- 'public

sanctionshoUld be giYen to it in order,to act independently

(Greenwood, 1966:13; Pavalko, 1971:18). S

.Greenwood (1966;12-13) indicates a clear distinction between custo-

mers of a profession.and clients. In'the case of the former, -

customers have to be satisfied and the ,professional acts in such

a way that.he always complies'With thilob dem'anO: The expression
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,
.

the ustomer is always right is * telling example in this connec-
.

tion. The client; however, has. to rely on the authority of thea.

professional. e argument being that the client does not possess
- .

a theoretical knowledge systeM to enable.. him to arrive at an expert

decision. An extreme form of specialitation leads_tohe argument

that all professiogals render a service pp the_basis of equi lent

'authority.' As such, professions are against advertising. And

Aare if is a matter of the client merely approadhingithaprofessional.

since he himself is not'able to evaluate the services of a professional.
v

.,.

The crucial aspect of the authority element is the fact that the

client has a high degree of confidence in the expertite and moral

integrity, of the professional (Wentink, 1972:85). 4ccording. to.

this view there is no reason why the professional journalist,ahouldP

not have the benefit of public sanctionspecially by means of ,ex-
tending the knowledge dimension.'L8ecause,of the capitalisti1c sYsteM

in which the Western press ?unctions, competition between'ne spacers_

till continue, alsoto satisfy.a general peed'for a certain type :"

.
of news am'bng customers. This should not prevent' the journalist

to act authoritatively and with expertise.
1

h

The history of:_many quality newspapera'sbows that. authoritative

newspao0s tend in the' hung term to become firiancially.strol

Well (compere Emery 84'.5***v44.49.78:461).
. .

It is,.however, not sufficient. that the journalist claiMs-autDori-
,

Akative Status with regard to the handling .of news merely because
. ..

of his expertise, his professional-orientation and structural-

organisational
k
aspects such.as monopoly and author, ty.. It is also

essential that journalism- gains full autonoMysin of 6"to had full

authority over their work.

5.4 'Autonomy

-It is generally accepted that the degree_ of autonomy of meMi3erS.

constitutes the Most impoitant-characteristic of a prcifession
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(Daniels, 1973:39). The essence of the professionalization ele-

ment_is simply that the professional should have full autonomy

in order to control the quantitative and-qualitative results

.of his work (Freidson, 1973:33): It is essential for the prof es-

sional that hd'and his colleagues are allowed internally or ex-

ternally by means of collegial access to act autlivously with
fit

regard to all aspects of the.profession (Tjlor, 1968:481).. This

means that all members possess the necessary knowledge in order

to allow acceptance of their competence concerning professional

conduct among the various professional colleagues (Daniels, 1973:

41). The latter author also shows how pr fessio,a1 evaluation

ouht.to be done ad hoc so as to allow c lleagues to arrivg at a
the 'sane decisiOn post hoc.

r---

The issue of.autonomy seems to present particular problems for

journalism. In the debate as to the specific professional role

andicompetencies of the journalist in the society, it was Head

(1963:598) whoWobably summarised this issue most appropriately

'when he said:

`"Ii is one the crosses of the journalistic profession,
I'm afraid, that everyone with authority 14 likely to con-
eider himself a journalism expert."

.

Among treditional.professions it is crucial that the professicinel :4,

grquRconcerned.have their board Of control in which professional

,colleagues have-an exclusive sayperthe Conduct of the PTbfession

(Denials, 1973:52-54). In 'most cases.the:profession is sanctioned
1 it

by,the State 'to function -autonomously. .Thie sanction is usuallot

'beeed on the.ublic or governmegt'a setisfaction that:the profes-

sion is able to control its practitioners and in this anner

9-assuring the maintenance of certain standards as wellies Contr ing,

access to,thelprofessiOn. In addition misconduct is punishable
- 4/ 4/ .

either internally or in terms of c<(in legislation and such members
,

would have to appear in court. In OM cases professional con-

trolling.bogi s have, thesenction of the authorities and consist

exclusively of epresentatives of the profession (Daniels, 1973:

.54-56).-,
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In many western countries the control ofrt;Presels, however,

in the hands of novices or non-journalists. Wright (1978:10)

makes this quite explicit:' "AnytregulatiA Which exists ih

American mass communication is gamed out by- non - journalists."

In most cases action is /taken by professiopol_councils or is aA
result of legislation: Usually'the responsitile joutnalist would

be the editor-in-chieft 8 not the indiviOual journalist. This
does no lead to a.development of a feeling of professionalism

among j urnalists because-they are not being encouraged to accept
indi dual responsibility for their zonduEl (compare andahl &

Rosengren, 1976:146, for the situation in Sweden; Wentink, 1972:

101i forthe situation in,the Netherlands; Tunstall, 786.6-17
thatin Britain' and Aahmore 1972:229, for that in th= USA

Piendar, 1968:75-180 fon-a
4
vervietd-of. the

African situation).

The absence of resp

of the editorial staf

ty demanded from the individual member

sO4neane that there is no genuine autonom9

as far as Internal and, 4Xtenal.control is concerned (Nayman; 1973:
2139).

h,

,

Intthe cOhiextvoOf the autonomy attribute it is essential that the

pres6 gives its attention to Cettain specific elemahts. The most

importan -of7these concerns a_professionar Organis tion, supervision

and'cont .1-Of newcomers, and members of thi profes ion.

.(6) The develOpment'af professional organisatiohs

4° further essential feature of profession$ is. the establithment of

4prlifesaional Organisations with the express OurpOSe ofiautOnoMy ,and

self-cobtrol. According to Barber (1965:25) it iseasential that

professioftals in these organisations develop and extend their know-

ledge system as well. as co- ordinating and controlling their activi-

ties. 1The more professional the specific occupation, the more Power,
ful the:organisation as an autonomous body thrOugh which the

profession determines its norms and standards (Freid6on 1973:3;
Daniels, 1973:40-50.

20



As far as genuine professional organisations are concerned one must

,conclude that these do hardly exist in the context'of journalism.

In a country suph as the Netherlands the orgar4sation of practitioners

is based on the idea of a tradd Union (Wentink, 1972:87).

..

theUnited States which proUvbly,offers the best exampleof
---,

ournalistic or press organisation in the West, it has been. stated

6-

,O.by LeRo1973:252) that moat of t\e organisations and associa-.

tiOns."ariouite weak and disorganised. ,Most are organised around
''-'ia parochial core of occupational attributes." Thdre are associations.

for newspaper owners, for edit for broadcast journalists, for

news correspondents, etc. These organisations have little bontro

over their membersiand the various codes "are more often statements-
.

of principle, rather than enforcable,standards of practice" (LeRoy,
. 1973:252). .

In Britain, the National Association of Journalists wa'founded in
41884 with the idea that it.should be=t6sed on recognised professions.

The National Union ofJournaliste founded' in 1907 had a typical trade

union orientation and is up to the present geared almost exclusively.

Adwards.negotiah.dii with press` management brt- matters such as wages
r

(Gold' g,"1974:75). Since the 1970's there seems to be a tendency

of tl-rlatter to gpt involved with problems such as education andr
training.

I6 contrast to-Chglisn-language journalists and Black jouthaliste"

ih South Africa there is no professiobal organisation for Afrika ns-

speaking journalists.', Most oS4he English-speaking journalists ar

'joined in the South African Society or Journalis:te which as a multi

racial...body allowes membership of all language and racial groups.

The South African Black journalists are members of the Writers

Association of South Africa (WASA) which excludes white membership

According to Steyn (1976:117) the highest degree of professionalism

is probably constituted by a professional organisation which regis ers

its members' and as such contra's their professional activities.
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The 13ASJ does to a certain extent control membership and activities,

butit is a voluntary union unable to exercise sanctions over

the profession 1s a whole. This also applies.to the Afrikaans=

language press which for historical and espeCially political

re)spons has never co=operat with the SASJ.
b.

1
The most important reason as to why. - "there has never been a proper

professional organisation for journalists in South Africa is be-
,

cause the Press itself, but also the Press Owners' Association,

the. South Africth,Press Union, have apparently never seen the

use for such a qody., A second reason is the lack of interest

.among the journalistic academics, Since 1977 efforts, to attablish

n interest-group for such a body by the South African,Society

for Lecturers and Researchers in Communication Science 1SACOMM)

have no been sueoesgful:

(b) Lrairision and ntrol of training a6identry to the rofessio/r(1;

A distinguishing feature of a profession is regulation of the

selection of entry members of.the profession as well as supervision

of their training by means of control of 'the curriculum contents

and the quality of the teaching.(Steyn, 1976:11/Y:

48.
*/#

.

. '/-7

In general it may bR concluded that there is a tendency in -s coun

try such as the USA to SpboInt:students wh have graduated in

journalism to editorifl positions (Johns ne, et al, 1976:236),

whilst in Britain considerable control s exercised through trade

Union training by the NationalC for the Training' of Journa-

lists (NCTJ,,1975:1-34). In Westirn-European countries such as

-IiiJest-GerAky and Swl.tzerland quality newspapers do not demand.

journalistic training on entering:the 'profession'.
Q

Although thereis also a tendenc

Afrikaans-language newspapers, t

41.

in South.Africa,espeCially among

appoint communication or journalism

students, each editorial staff decides individually M8 to whom it
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appoints. This often takes place on the basis of non-academic

or technical competency considerations such as the applicant's

willingness to associate him or herself with the aims and general

policy of the newspaper (De Beer, 1977:91). Unlike established pro-

fessions the press or press organisations such as the Press Union
. ,

and the SASJhave no direct influence or ntrol on the quality

of lecturers in journalism and On the sta and of teaching or

examinations.

LgivSummarised,therefore,tbere is an infra str re for the
_ control

of teaching (compare also 3.2) and regulating entry. However,

on this score the journalistic 'profession' in South Africa has

not progressed much, espeStelly'as far _as a formal-OTganisationta

leVel on the professionalization continuum is concerned.
0

(c) Professional code

The entire issue of teaching and,training together with entry

requirements and control of the profession's members is related,

to the question of professional codes. A profession which is

unable to establish a code of which all the elements ;pre enforce-'-i

able, cannot lay olaim to professionalism i,n its true sense.

'As to thernecessiti bf the foitmer in the context Of jo rnalism,

Pienaar (1968:209-210) more than 12 years ago, said ha as far'

as qouth Africa was concerned, the (then) Press Council and Code

of Conduct were hopelessly inadequate for Oceating conditions in

which it would not be necessary for the State'to intervene in the

functioning of journalism. He argued the merits of giving the

Press Council powers to eq,against those who failed to adhere

to the primaty obligations of the press, ;lnely reliable reporting

as well as intelligent and reasonable comment. He advocated the

*opening-of a register of serving journalists in order to make a

possible suspension effe6tive. In addition there would have to

be support for a code of conduct by all news orpanisations and
journalists. Three years ago the situation in South Africa was no
different from then.

0 -)
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, .k,

Pienaar (1977:6-7) refers in this connection to the opinion of

Justice de Villiers, the first chairman of the Press Council

when be emphasised the lack of control as far as erftry to this
\.

profession was concerned. Pienaar (1977: 8) concludes thaythe

essential ousstiorrwasithe willingn and ability of the reds

to act like an established prOfession in enforcing a code o

conduCt. He is of)the opinion that ei ther the Press or the State "--`

should tighten up entry requirements to Shurnalisjlas well as

,fac4.,ilitating leaving the profeFsion. In the event he prefers the

former doing this job.

. More explicitly Pienaar proposed as far as the register was con- N.

celled (1968:209-210) thpt in order to make such .a register
0 .

meaningfull the status of journalists should be raised, and in

this way attract sufficient journalists who would be able to
w
comply with thedemands of the prOfessioh. He pleaded for e,.

systematic increase of standards which in his words would lead

to greater_respect by.t e State as well as the,oublic for the_
-% i _

ress and its practii ners and in consequence facilitate the

.gathering of informatifOn and enhance the authority of press.

*commentary:

In the absence-of4operly enforceable codes (also as a result of

a lack of universal norms, compare Hulteng, 1976:1-4) in the

Western press set-up (compare the comprehensive work of Rampal,

1976) there has been an insistence in the past decade,especially

in the USA and certain West-European countries, that journalists

and the public ought to have admittance and access to the edito-

rial.process.

(d) Access to the editorial process

Three facets concerningaccess and accountability may be distin-

guished.
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(i). Press councils

Press councils may be found in most countries and with the excep-

tion of France vi tually, all ,industrialised democracies have some
.

. ,for other form of BO council (compare Rampal, X976). Butfas

indicated 44 Bertrand (1972:217) in his evaluation-Of these coun-
,

cils, little is known about their functioning and on th hole _.,..

rthey are not vep. effective since they are often viewe d by news-

paper owners as a7method forcing the media toiserve the public_ J

opinion. In addition there is a continuous strife between the

Press and the Authorities which may be characterised' according to
_ .

1

Hohenberg (1978:39) and Pi-tear
.

a(1968:22) as an adversary relation7
ri 1

Whilsy"some press councils are more' effectiV han otherpfor
A '

examplethe British Press Council (Paul, 1972:21); tAere.seems

-to be .a resistance against the idea that press-councils should

develop along the lines of medial or-legal professional councils
( hdriks, 1976:21). This view has led especially in the qSA

t a support for public' access to the Press.

(ii) Access by the public

Following the Scandinavian concept of the ombudsman (Hulteg,

1976:234-235) specific persons were appointed to the editorial

staffs of certain American newspapers in the 1960's to act on

. behalf of the public as watchdogs and in this manner demanding a

greater responsibility of the press (cor14-ft(e Babb, 1976, for a

. compendium on the activities of the Washington Post's ombudsman;

note lalso the work of press critics such as Barron, 1975;

Bagdikian, 1969).

The insistence on a greater measure of self-criticism (compare

Diamond, 1976) and the demand for more access of the public to

to press (compare Schmidt, 1976; Barron, 1975) has led to the

development of various internal methods by the press to improve

contact with the public.

Ar

29
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As shown by Sanders (1975:148-168) and Bittner (1977:288-304)

these efforts were largely aimed at achieving a greater measure

of involvement of the journalist and the reader in the news,.;

process but also to keep the control'of the jOurnalistic task int

the hands 0 the press.

7

Example f these 'actions wer5p-the e0ablishment of the already

mentio ed ombUdsman programmies"as well as advisory Obundils,

Tcuracy.reports published in newspapers after r

had been received., daily columns for corrections, bigger'and better

reader Aurveys and the development ofspAcial pages for'reader
1

-

opinidapart from the traditional letters to the bditor.

er response

. ntrastto..dartn-41 Western-EUropean countries where there 16.

a/legal;right-for the'public.tm.answer in the press (COmpare

'Platal, 1971) all these internal measures were rganised on a

47voluntary basisIn the American- British -Sant AfrVan cOnfigu- .

ration there is no legal right on the part of the public to have

access to the editorial procelts thrbugh any of the internal

measures. In Britain and South Africa and certain FederAi S es

in the USA/access to a press council is possible on Wirgr
)of complaints about certain reports. As shown by-ilaker 1

(1972,:55-59) the Preaa will have to do considerably more if

11

t wants'

to react genuinely, and in a positive way towards ciriticism by the

public and the'State. Thaw (1977:229) is of,the opinion:

"Newspapers are,responding to their changing environment;
whether, their ;response will prove to have been quick enough -
end intelligent enough - is something that can only be'
judgedaby future generations of readers ... and non-readers."

A responsible press will not only have to react to the demands of

-4the State and the public but also increasingly to the demands of

journalists which may be clear from the brief discussion.

2 6'

/NO
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(iii) Access by Journalists

Press managements will also increasingly have to take cognisance of.

what is known in Western -Europe as joUrnalistic access (800ne,'1977:

1-4) or editorial participation (Gartman, Van Dijk, Hoflandv,

Kempers, Spanjer, Tromp and Wieten, 1974:5).

With access it meant here a situationich members of an edi-
4

"torial staff are successful to either influence or at least voice

their opinion regarding decisions made on editorial matters. The

term therefore covers situations where members are informed about

specific decisions, whilst they are also consulted about conten-

tious matt.L.s before decisions are taken.

tP
to.Participation also involves amongst others thatMember ar941111lowed

to participate in the decision-Making process and i ertain cir-

cumstances execute deisions or veto these. The term implies a'

situation where the editorial staff has a decisive influence on the

preparation, the taking and execution of every decision relating to

editorial or even the press' commercial policy. In order to

professionalize journalism, serious attention will have to be given

to this aspect. According to Bartman et al (1974:1) there is a
strong case for the argument that journalists as professionals

(having a special function in society) also have to have access_ and

in this sense participate in the way in which this function is

performed.

6. SUMMARY'

From the discussion it is clear that professionalism as a basis for.

crest responsibility is a wide ranging topic. If professionalism

is viewed on a continuum of three dimensions (knowledge, orienta-

tion and,structure/organiaation) it is also clear that the Press

may be considered as a professionalizing occupation.

.If, however, the press were to'claim4 that it is indeed a professional

'occupation and consequently decide on its professional conduct, then

it is essential that the press makes sure about its progress on all

the levels of professionalism. And similarly more insight and
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ft,
knowledge on the part of the critics about the wide-ranging

task of the press will lead to mora clarity and a meaningful

dialogue on an aspect such as press responsibility.

n8
ti

r
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'FOOTNOTE

1. It was not the purpose of the present paper to discuss the
development and conceptuellizetion of the journalistic pro-
feasionalism model as such. This was done in De Beer (1980).
In this research the origins and development of professionaliaM
were discussed (e.g. Wilensky, 19641 Durkheim, 1957; Mok, 1973;

.

Daheim, 1967; KOnzel, 1970; Montagne, 1977), as well es the
main criticisms of this phenomenon, such as the New Marxist
conceptof the professions as perpetuators of the capitalistic
system (Mich, 1977; Heraud, 1973), and as a method of
identifying and anlayzing professions by means of attributes
(Halmos, 1973; McKinley, 1973). Through an analysis of. the .

literature it was argued that the professions fulfil a
necessary end important rolis. in late twentieth century

15

capitalistic society (Freidson, 73;.Goode, 1960; VollOr &
Mills, 1966). Special emphasis we placed on research done in
the field of communication/journa sm in developing the present
model (cOnseptual studies, e.g. Kimbell, 1965; Ashmore, 1972;
Gallagher, 1965; Wentink, 1972; Windahl & Rosengren, 1976; 78;
Nagpaul, 1971; Starck & Sudhaker, 1978; Nayman, 1973;
Schwartz, 1977; 1978; ea well. 88 empirical research,- e.g.
McLeod & Hawley, 1964; Wright, 1974; Wright, 1976; Lattimore
& Nayman, 1974; Weinthal & O'Keefe, 1974; Terry, 1978; I,

McLeod & Rush, 1969; Newman, Atkin & O'Keefe, 1973; Eapen,
1969; Caldwell, 1974;. Wood; 1977; Nayman, McKee & Lattimore,
1977; De la Garde, 1975; Barrett, 1975; Johnstone, Slawaki &
Bowman, 1972; Tunstall, 1971). (For reference detail see
De Beer, 1980: B21-853.)
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